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Abstract:
The purpose of the DEMAND 2025 study is to explore what can be assumed today about the main features of the
demand for leisure air transport in 2025 – leisure meaning all travel purposes except business, i.e. when the
expense is a discretionary choice-. An original methodology has been devoted to the study, and applied to the
case of the French population, one of the Top 5 European populations for leisure air traffic in EU15 in 2003.
Determining how leisure air travel demand will evolve in the future requires an understanding of how passengers
make their decisions to travel and how their behaviour and needs will evolve. That is why two complementary
approaches have been used in this study: an economic approach and a sociological approach, using the
EUROCONTROL STATFOR scenarios for the description of the general context in 2025.
This innovative methodology has provided answers to two categories of questions:
1. What will the main characteristics of air travel demand in 2025 be in the considered scenarios?
2. How to improve long-term demand analysis methods in general?
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FOREWORD

The present EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre Note was devised within the Air Transport Evolution
research thread. It is one of the strategic studies on air transport evolution. This thread aims to provide
material to support the development, deployment and evolution of Agency policies and strategy with an
ambition to facilitate informed decisions by policy makers within the Air Transport community.
This note reports the results of a one year research project to better understand the drivers of the demand
for air transport in 2025.
Long-term planning of any transport infrastructure needs long-term forecasting studies of the use of that
infrastructure. This is certainly true for Air Transport and its ATM infrastructure.
The EUROCONTROL STATFOR service regularly produces short-, medium- and long-term forecasts of air
traffic movements for Europe.
In addition to that, it initiates the EUROCONTROL Challenges to Growth studies which aim at providing the
best possible account of the challenges of future demand for air transport and thus providing a solid
foundation for decision-makers to select responses to those challenges.
Those studies forecast the evolution of the number of aircraft movements, using scenarios to capture
possible future levels of demand. By providing a first analysis of the drivers and characteristics of air
transport demand and its evolution at the horizon 2025, the present study provides an independent test of
these assumptions and thus reduces the risk of the scenarios being overtaken by future events. The scope
of this initial study has been limited to France and to leisure travel only. However it already provides a first
insight into some characteristics of leisure air transport, from an economic and a sociological perspective, to
understand the conditions under which people want and will still want to travel and the perception of air travel
amongst the population.

Nadine PILON
David MARSH
EUROCONTROL
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The development of competition between airlines which followed air transport deregulation, coupled with
more efficient and less costly aircraft technologies led to the democratisation of the air transport mode.
Nowadays, 69% of the total numbers of air trips made by Europeans are leisure trips.
The purpose of the DEMAND 2025 study is to explore what can be assumed today about the main features
of the demand for leisure air transport in 2025 – leisure meaning all travel purposes except business, ie
when the expense is a discretionary choice-. An original methodology has been devoted to the study, and
applied to the case of the French population, one of the Top 5 European populations for leisure air traffic in
EU15 in 2003.
Determining how leisure air travel demand will evolve in the future requires an understanding of how
passengers make their decisions to travel and how their behaviour and needs will evolve. That is why two
complementary approaches have been used in this study: an economic approach and a sociological
approach, using the EUROCONTROL STATFOR scenarios for the description of the general context in
2025.
This innovative methodology has provided answers to two categories of questions:
1. What will the main characteristics of air travel demand in 2025 be in the considered scenarios?
2. How to improve long-term demand analysis methods in general?
Regarding the characteristics of air travel demand in 2025, the study has identified the following trends:
• Increase in the level of air travel demand for the purpose of Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR)
• Increase in the level of air travel demand for retired people;
• Increase in the demand for individualised travel;
• Use of travel as a way to escape from the very fast rhythm imposed by society
• Only increases in air fares or regulation measures limiting supply levels, will lead people to reduce
their air travel demand.
Regarding the way to improve the long-term demand analysis methods in general, the study has highlighted
the importance of further exploration of some aspects dealt with in the present study:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The total cost of travel, including the cost of living at destination;
Household consumption of leisure air travel;
The holiday departure rates according to socio-professional categories;
The number of retired and emigrated people that will impact the number of trips for the purpose of
Visiting Friends and Relatives ;
The opposition environmental issues/right to travel;
The use of long-term projections made by experts from different disciplines.

Finally, the DEMAND 2025 study has revealed the lack of understanding of current demand features and of
the expectations of potential travellers, although such information is essential for long-term demand analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. CONTEXT
The development of competition between airlines that followed air transport deregulation, coupled with more
efficient and less costly aircraft technologies led to the democratisation of this transport mode. The
emergence of a new category of airlines and air carriers, the “low-cost” carriers, contributed also, by offering
low fares.
All this means that the use of air transport for leisure purposes has strongly developed. In this study, we
define leisure trips as all trips not undertaken for business purposes; this comprises holidays, but also trips to
visit friends and relatives (called VFR trips hereafter). This results today in a large preponderance of air trips
for leisure purposes in the total air traffic. In 2002, leisure air travel represented 69% of the total number of
air trips made by European people (Source DATELINE project).
Levels and characteristics of the total demand for air travel are therefore strongly impacted by the
characteristics and levels of demand for air travel for leisure purposes. Leisure air travel is likely to play an
essential role in the long-term evolution of leisure air transport. This role is all the more important as the total
volume of traffic (for all trip purpose) is expected to grow from 3.1 billions of Passengers in 2000 to 3.8
billion in 2025 (Source ESPON1 estimations). If the share of leisure air travel is 69% of the total, the number
of leisure air travellers could be 2.6 billion passengers in 2025.
With a view to better handling what could be the long-term evolution of leisure air transport,
EUROCONTROL has launched a price enquiry aiming at dealing with the evolution of demand for leisure air
transport in 2025, named DEMAND 2025. The objective of the DEMAND 2025 study is to identify what would
be the features of the demand for leisure air transport in 2025.
In general, air transport demand is defined as the air travel quantities purchased during a specific period of
time for a given level of fares, and for a given set of transport service attributes. Changes in airfares will
change quantities purchased: Demand is influenced by the prices as well as the proposed destinations, the
services offered on board, etc. Although individual preferences can vary significantly from one individual to
another, some sets of attributes can be considered while deciding among transport alternatives. Some
attributes can be directly quantifiable such as, for instance, total travel cost while others are much more
difficult to quantify such as safety, comfort and convenience.
However, understanding how leisure air transport may evolve in the future requires determining how
passengers value these attributes and accordingly make a travel decision, and how the behaviour and needs
of air passengers will evolve. For this we choose to develop an innovative methodology associating two
complementary approaches: economic and sociological approaches.
Developing such a methodology can be considered as an important challenge of the study since such an
approach has not previously been developed and is considerably different from the general way of dealing
with demand analyses. One of the main advantages of the methodology developed in the scope of the
DEMAND 2025 study is that it can be applied to every European country. We choose in the scope of the
study to focus more particularly on the case of France.
We analyse the leisure air travel demand of the French population, but it would also be possible to apply this
to other countries (subject to the availability of necessary data and information). The French demand for
leisure air travel is particularly interesting to consider since the air traffic for leisure purpose originating from
France belongs to the Top 5 of the total European leisure air traffic (EU15). In addition, France is clearly a
large market, and its leisure travel behaviour is perhaps intermediate between that of North Western Europe
and Mediterranean countries. Changes in the level and characteristics of the French demand for leisure air
transport can therefore have a significant impact on the total European demand.

1.2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The present document is a synthesis, providing the main results obtained in the DEMAND 2025 study.
1

The European Spatial Planning Observation Network (ESPON) is set up to support policy development and to build a European
scientific community in the field of territorial development. The main aim is to increase the general body of knowledge about territorial
structures, trends and policy impacts in an enlarged European Union.
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More details on these results and the way we obtained them are available in the four following
deliverables:
DEL1: Definition of the study (Ref 120)
DEL2: Economic analysis of future demand for air travel (Ref 122)
DEL3: Sociological analysis of future demand for air travel (Ref 119)
DEL4: Study of air transport demand: final report (Ref 121)

1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
The present document is structured as follows:
¾ Section 2 explains the methodology of the study and shows in which ways it is original
¾ Section 3 presents the main results in terms of the features of air travel demand in 2025
¾ Section 4 concludes the synthesis by identifying ways to go further in the demand analysis
¾ Section 5 provides the bibliographical references used in the study

2
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2. METHODOLOGY AND ORIGINALITY OF THE STUDY
At the beginning of the study, we performed a literary review of long-term transport demand forecast. This
highlighted the need to develop methods different from the usual scenario building exercise, in order to
identify and define factors which have to be taken into account and better anticipated for long-term evolution.
Considering the importance of behaviour evolution for long-term demand analysis, we have chosen to
develop a different method including a sociological approach, an innovation in long-term air demand
analysis. The sociological approach involved:
• 10 experts during individual interviews (1h30 each).
• 23 French travellers in 2 Focus Groups (3h30 each).
• 12 individual interviews of French travellers (45 minutes each).
One of the main characteristics of experts interviews is the diversity of their domains. Besides experts in air
travel we have also interviewed a psychiatrist, a philosopher, a political scientist and a researcher in law:
they provided essential information on behavioural evolution in the French society.
Interviewing travellers and asking them to project themselves into the future is also an interesting way to get
potential future trends for air travel demand. Combining interviews of experts and travellers provides useful
qualitative information in terms of future evolution:
• leisure traveller behaviour (needs).
• image of air travel according to travellers.
• the concept of leisure air travel.
• household consumption in terms of leisure travel (trends).
One of the main difficulties to overcome in this sociological approach lies in the difficulty for ordinary people
to project themselves into the future. Quite often, the imagined future is influenced by the present, and by the
future depicted in the media.

In parallel with the sociological approach we have developed an economic approach aiming at identifying the
potential future evolution of leisure air travel in 2025 by answering three or four essential questions:
• What is the budget that households will dedicate to air travel and how will it evolve?
• What are the characteristics of air travel demand in terms of trip purposes, in terms of sensitivity to
airfares, etc., and how will it evolve?
• What will the future characteristics of air travel supply be?
This economic approach is different from the generally considered approaches for long-term air travel
demand analysis in several aspects:
• We choose to consider household consumption behaviour since it provides essential information on
the budget dedicated to air travel;
• We firstly focus our analysis on the general leisure travel market before the specific leisure air travel
market ;
• As changes in travelling behaviour are also strongly related to future changes in air travel supply, we
have also provided a peek into future travel supply features.
One of the main difficulties appearing when performing this economic approach lies in the evaluation of
households’ consumption in leisure air travel. Indeed, such data is not directly available through statistics
providers (neither EUROSTAT nor national (French) statistics providers). The evaluation has required a lot of
work to seek and use available statistical data, and some assumptions due to insufficient details. More
generally the lack of data on the current features of the air demand is a barrier to building a demand
projection by 2025 since, finally, few quantitative estimations exist about factors that are essential to
consider in long-term demand analysis.
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Knowledge of the potential 2025 air travel demand features, obtained through the economic and sociological
approaches, was then used to describe profiles of travellers and non-travellers in 2025. Three scenarios,
developed by EUROCONTROL in the STATFOR Long-Term Forecast (2010-2025) (Ref 14) were used:
Scenarios A (Globalisation and rapid growth), C (Strong growth and regulation) and D (Regionalisation). In
each scenario, three profiles are described:
- mass-market traveller (typical traveller),
- niche-market traveller (atypical traveller),
- non-traveller.
Each profile is then illustrated in more detailed examples.
This method enables simultaneous capturing of the bulk of the market, through the mass-market travellers,
and the most marginal trends, which represent fewer people, but could shape future transport demand, and
are thought-provoking.
However, this method has limits: if it has taken into consideration behaviour that already exists,-which could
increase or decrease in the future (trends)-, it has not allowed exploration of purely new future behaviour. In
addition, while the study could highlight potential ‘pioneer’ profiles of travellers, it didn’t allow forecasting
whether these pioneer profiles will spread to the mass of travellers or not.

4
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LEISURE AIR TRAVEL DEMAND IN 2025

Determining how the leisure air travel characteristics will evolve by 2025 requires having deep and proper
knowledge of the current situation. That is why the analysis requires answering two questions:
¾ What are the current features of the leisure air travel demand.
¾ How these features will evolve by 2025.

3.1. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CURRENT LEISURE AIR TRAVEL DEMAND

3.1.1. Leisure Travel
Leisure travel represents the largest share of long-distance journeys (distance over 100 Km) made by
European people. Among the 5 long-distance (LD) journeys that each mobile person (i.e. people travelling at
least once a year) living in EU-15 makes on average by year, 4 are for leisure reasons. France is among the
four countries with the highest number of LD journeys per year and per mobile person, with Finland, Greece
and Sweden (Figure 3-1).

Average yearly number of leisure and business Longdistance trips in EU 15 per mobile person

7
6
5
4
3
2
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0
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1

Figure 3-1: Yearly number of leisure and business long-distance trips in EU 15 per mobile person
(Source DATELINE (Ref 11)
When traveling for leisure reasons the distance covered by French travelers can vary a lot according to the
context of the leisure travel. Hence, if the distance traveled for holidays is mainly between 100 and 499 Km
(with a higher share of journeys between 250 and 499 Km), this distance is often less than 249 Km for other
private journeys (74% of other private journeys are distances of between 100 and 249 Km) (DATELINE
(Ref 11)).
Nevertheless, whatever this context, leisure journeys are mostly made by car: 67% of holidays and 78% of
other private journeys are made by car. If the second most used mode of transport in the scope of both
leisure contexts is rail transport, air transport is a transport mode mainly used in the scope of holidays.
The number of trips that people make for leisure purposes is strongly related to the budget they dedicate to
these trips and as a consequence to their consumption features. The main difficulty when trying to measure
EEC Note No. 11/07
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the level of demand for leisure travel lies in the fact that household expenditure in leisure travel belongs to
three different categories: “Leisure and culture” that includes all inclusive leisure travel, “Transport” that
includes services of transport and “Hotels and restaurants” that include travel accommodation. As a
consequence, analyzing how household behaviour changed in terms of budget share dedicated to leisure
travel requires focusing on these three categories of expenditure.
On average, European households dedicate 13% of their total consumption to leisure travel (for all transport
modes) while this percentage reaches 11% for French households. This difference is mainly linked to the
lower importance of expenditure on package holidays in the total of French expenditures (Table 3-1). In total,
we can estimate that EU-15 households spent in 1999, 594 billion euros in leisure travels. When dedicating
90 billion euros to such expenditure category, French households can be considered as spending 15% of the
total EU-15 leisure travel expenditures.
Share of leisure travel expenditure in the
European Union (15 countries) France
total consumption in 1999
Transport services
1%
1%
Car use expenses
6%
6%
Package holidays
2%
1%
Restaurants, cafés and the like in leisure
2%
2%
travels
Accommodation services (hotels)
1%
1%

Total
share
expenditures

of

leisure

travels

13%

11%

Table 3-1: Share of leisure travel expenditure in the total consumption in 1999 in France and EU15
(Source EUROSTAT)

3.1.2. Leisure Air Travel
To analyse the household consumption behaviour in terms of leisure air travel it is essential to evaluate
which share represents such consumption. However, available statistics on household consumption do not
provide the share of expenditure in restaurants and hotels that is made in the context of leisure air travel.
That is why our analysis of leisure air travel consumption is limited to the analysis of consumption in terms of
air transport service and package holidays.
With this definition we evaluate that on average, European households dedicate 2% of their consumption to
such leisure air travel expenditure. (Figure 3-2), what represents in 1999 91 billion euros.
Although being one of the European countries with the higher average number of long-distance trips (Figure
3-1), France presents a very low share of the leisure air travel consumption in the total consumption. In total
French households dedicate 7.4 billions euros to expenditures in leisure air travel in 1999.

6
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Share of air transport services and package holidays consumption in
the total household consumption in 1999
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3,5%
3,0%

Average 2%
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Figure 3-2: Share of air transport services and package holidays in the total household consumption
by EU15 countries in 1999
Although currently small, the share of expenses in leisure air travel in the total household consumption could
increase in the future. This potential change will be strongly related to the potential changes in travelling
behaviour, not only in terms of volume of travel demand but also in terms of the characteristics of this
demand.

3.2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEISURE AIR TRAVEL DEMAND IN 2025
The DEMAND 2025 study identifies the main characteristics of leisure air travel demand in 2025 in the
context of the EUROCONTROL Long-term forecasts scenarios. Three scenarios, developed by
EUROCONTROL in the STATFOR Long-Term Forecast (2010-2025) (Ref 14) are considered: Scenarios A
(Globalisation and rapid growth), C (Strong growth and regulation) and D (Regionalisation).
If some characteristics are common to the scenarios considered for 2025, others can differ a lot between
scenarios.

3.2.1. Common Characteristics
Some characteristics are common to all the scenarios considered for 2025:
• General increase in the demand for air travel. More and more people will consider that traveling is
a right. In the short term, this phenomenon may lead to an increase in the volume of air travel which
could be followed by exceed capacity. Increase in the level of demand for air travel for VFR
purposes, especially in intra-European flights, mainly due to the potential increase of intra-European
migration
- Increase in the demand for air travel for retired people due to their large number
associated with their increasing interest in travel as a leisure activity
• Price is and will be the main choice criteria
• Technology developments impact demand. In the future, technology will enter everyday life and
will be accessible to all. However, because technology is stressful, in compensation people will seek
the simplification of procedures (easier and more pleasant consultations, objective comparisons,
purchases on Internet)
- Psychological factors will have less impact than technological aspects on air travel
evolution
- Increase in the demand for individualised travel thanks to the large use of tools such as
internet (or future internet) that facilitates such individualisation
• Ecology will be a factor that will shape the market. On the one hand, preoccupations and
ecological consciousness will be more embodied in 2025. Genuine ecological involvement will
EEC Note No. 11/07
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become a mean to be socially recognized. On the other hand, behaviour will significantly change
only if spurred on by governments or politicians (legislations). As far as professionals are concerned,
ecology will be a tool of power, influence or seduction.
- Only increases in air fares or regulation measures limiting supply levels will lead
people to reduce their air travel demand. People mostly consider air travel as a right and
are not fully ready to travel less only by ecological conscience. They prefer easing their
conscience by giving money to ecological organisations rather than by reducing their
demand for air travel.
Future travel will be articulated around “pioneers” and “most ordinary people” segmentation.
Most ordinary people will orient themselves towards short and fast trips. They will use travel as a
way to escape from the very fast rhythm imposed by society, but without a real break from
everyday life (rather short and medium haul trips). Conversely, some pioneers will rather prefer longhaul and long trips. They will search for a slower pace and continuity; for sharing relationships
(travel-based experiences). Time will be more and more valued for its true worth.
Today: (1) taking a plane is stressful; (2) plane journey time is considered as wasted time; (3) air
travel has no longer any value in itself, it has become common and more and more pragmatic. By
2025, some people hope that leisure air travel will be more friendly, more entertaining (plane
+ airport).
The European spirit will be better rooted in France: using air transport, people will travel around
Europe as within a single country (thanks to for instance the Open Skies agreements). However,
trains will compete with short and medium haul air travel.

3.2.2. Characteristics by Scenarios
Besides these common elements to all scenarios, some demand characteristics can change a lot according
to scenarios. These differences concern average travellers, atypical travellers as well as non-travellers.
• Differences in average travellers’ profiles according to scenarios:
o The income level of average travellers tends to increase when the economic situation tends
to slow down or when air fare levels increase due to environmental constraints;
o The average travellers’ state of mind varies according to the scenarios. If travel is always
considered as a way of “escaping” from everyday life, the main motivation to escape can
go from entertainment and discovery in the case of good economic growth without
environmental constraint, to isolation in a cocoon in the case of lower economic growth
with geopolitical tensions.

8

•

Differences in atypical travellers profiles according to scenarios:
o The existence of environmental constraints can significantly affect the motivations to
travel of atypical individuals. In the absence of environmental constraints, atypical travellers
mainly focus on the need to give a meaning to travel: they do not want to consider it as an
object of consumption. As environmental constraints emerge, the development of
environmental conscience of some atypical travellers leads them to modulate their air travel
demand to fight pollution;
o Some atypical travellers are also in opposition to the current trends. They consider that
neither environmental constraints nor international tensions can prevent them from travelling
where, when and how they want.

•

Differences in non-travellers’ profiles according to scenarios:
o If the decision not to travel by air is often related to the inability to pay the high air fare levels,
this decision can also come from other reasons depending on the scenario context as for
instance the fear of travelling overland where international tensions exist.
o Profiles of people travelling a lot by plane for work purposes preferring another mode of
transport for holidays are particularly likely to exist in scenarios with good economic growth.
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4. LESSONS LEARNED: HOW TO IMPROVE LONG TERM DEMAND ANALYSIS?
Despite the difficulties encountered in collecting the appropriate data, the DEMAND 2025 study has provided
interesting information on some features of the future demand for leisure air travel. Another important output
of the DEMAND 2025 study is the identification of ways to improve long-term demand analysis methods.
The analysis made in the DEMAND 2025 study indeed allowed highlighting that some factors would be worth
considering in long-term analysis methods while they are generally not included. The accuracy of long-term
analysis studies could then be improved by exploring further some aspects dealt with in the present
study:
¾

The total cost of travel (i.e. including transport cost as well as accommodation costs): air travel is
only an intermediate commodity, and demand for air travel results from the demand for a more
complex product which is the whole package: air travel is not something to be enjoyed for its own
sake.
For example, for countries which are areas of departure (Northern Europe, UK…), the cost of
accommodation abroad, and more generally the cost of living in destination countries is a major
determinant of travel behaviour.

¾

Household consumption in leisure and leisure air travel: associated with the elasticity of the total
cost of travel, this consumption level will provide useful information on the potential demand for
leisure air travel.
Today, leisure activities represent a larger part of people’s life than they used to (only 20% of one’s
life is dedicated to work today, while it was 70% a century ago), and the ways in which people
spend their free time are evolving fast. Leisure air travel is part of that free time, and is competing
with other activities. The evolution of the ways in which people spend their free time is therefore
worthy of study.

¾

The holiday departure rates by socio-professional category: The penetration rate of air transport
by socio-professional category could evolve in the future according to their behaviour evolution in the
holiday context; Past trends show that some categories (intermediate, farmers…) are going on more
holidays than before. The evolution of these trends is therefore important to investigate.

¾

The analysis of traffic in terms of distance travelled: need to analyse the market share of short
and medium-haul flights favoured by the feeling of time scarcity and the fact that time is a part of the
cost equation for travellers.

¾

The increase in the market share of flights for VFR purpose due to:
- The lower cost of VFR travel since VFR travellers generally face lower accommodation costs
than people travelling for other leisure purposes
- The number of retired people: the number of people of 65 years old and over will increase
over all the regions of the world. In France, it will represent 1 person in 3 compared to 1 person
in 5 currently. It follows that in 2025, retired people will represent a significant share of the
potential air travellers as much for holidays as for Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR) purposes.
The evolution of holiday departure rates shows that people above 55 are going more and more
on holiday, until they reach approximately the age of 70 (then the departure rate drops).
- The number of emigrated people: a continuation or an emphasis of the current tendency for
people to migrate to and from Europe as well as inside Europe, will significantly influence the
demand level for air travel for VFR purposes by 2025. The evolution of student exchanges, of job
internationalization inside large firms should therefore be examined on a long term forecast.

¾

The opposition of environmental issues/right to travel: People mostly consider air travel as a
right and are not fully ready to travel less only by ecological conscience. In this case behaviour
would significantly change only if spurred on by governments or politicians (legislations).
However, the ecological conscience may be more marked for the young generation that will be adult
in 2025. Although such future behaviour can be difficult to forecast nowadays, we can guess that it
could have a non negligible impact on future air travel demand features.
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Moreover, the DEMAND 2025 study also provides useful information on the usefulness of projections in
long-term demand analysis :
¾ Projections made by experts from different disciplines: in complement to air transport experts
projections, projections made by experts in other domains than air transport and other disciplines
(e.g. philosopher, political scientist, psychiatrist) appear to be very useful to imagine people’s future
behaviour which would influence their future demand for leisure travel.
¾ Compared to ‘travellers’, ‘experts’ can more easily deal with long term projections without
feeling emotionally involved :
- Experts are used to considering evolution as a logical continuum. However, it is important to
underline that the more the experts had been in contact with travellers in their work, the more
capable they were of taking into account the more or less clearly expressed expectations of
those travellers in their own thoughts and professional forecasts. However, it is interesting to
note that experts are reluctant to edict statements out of their domain of expertise, because they
do not want to put forward certainty that they cannot support.
- Projections made by travellers, on the other hand, have more revealed their needs now than
drawn a picture of tomorrow. This can be explained in two ways: first of all, to project oneself in
20 years time, presupposes considering many parameters that travellers do not master today
(health, technology, economy, etc.). Secondly, travellers are today swamped with consumer
services and products. Their capacity to imagine new services and new products is saturated.
For new long-term demand analysis it could be interesting to develop projective techniques
based on tools to be defined (visual aids, specific environment…) and to spread the work done
with travellers over time.
Finally, the DEMAND 2025 study has highlighted the lack of understanding of current leisure demand
features and the expectations of potential travellers. Although behaviour can evolve in the future, good
knowledge of the current situation would be a firm starting point for long-term demand analysis.
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